THE NEW ACADEMIC
Professional Skills Training

for PhD Students & Early-Career Researchers

BACKGROUND
What it takes to secure an academic
appointment post-PhD has changed
drastically for early-career researchers in
Britain. In a job market saturated with
PhD graduates and comparatively few
available posts means competition for
entry-level academic jobs alike is fierce,
with 100+ hopefuls applying for every
position. PhD graduates often feel illprepared to face this competitive market.
Many are told too late what it takes to
secure an academic positions; others
receive little specific guidance on how to
shape their profile and make themselves
employable during their PhD. Many are
forced to find out by trial and error how to
perform essential academic tasks such as
teaching, publishing, presenting papers,
and applying for funding.
THE TRAINING
The New Academic training is tailored to your
researchers' needs, preparing them for and
maximising their chances in the current

academic job market. Most importantly, this
training is based on first-hand experience
and knowledge; it's made by a researcher for
researchers; it's practical rather than
idealistic, and it's delivered by someone who
knows what it's like to juggle the pressures of
PhD life. Popular sessions include - but are
not limited to - combinations of the following
topics: academic publishing; teaching; giving
conference presentations; academic job
application; dealing with rejection; social
media for researchers; preparing for your
Viva Voce; public engagement and impact.
Sessions can be designed to suit small as well
as large groups depending on your and your
researchers' needs.
THE FACILITATOR
Dr Nadine Muller is Senior Lecturer in English
Literature & Cultural History at Liverpool
John Moores University. She was awarded a
PhD scholarship by the University of Hull
immediately after her first degree, and she
took up a permanent academic post only six
months after having been awarded her PhD.

In 2015, Nadine was selected as a BBC/
AHRC New Generation Thinkers out of 500+
applicants. She has since made programmes
for BBC Radio 3, and produced a film for BBC
Arts.
Nadine is able to offer a unique, invaluable,
realistic insight into postgraduates' and earlycareer academics' lives. Her own experiences
of academia and of PhD life led her to create
The New Academic, a blog with over 6,000
visitors a month, and over sixty guest authors
ranging from postgraduates to renowned
professors. It offers a platform for advice,
experiences, and guidance for those
beginning their academic careers. The New
Academic has been featured in the Times
Higher Education and the Guardian.
Nadine has delivered sessions and provided
consultancy for the Association of Research
Management & Administration, Brunel
University, jobs.ac.uk, Coventry University,
Durham University, University of Exeter,
University of Hull, University of Kent, Kings
College London, University of Lincoln,

University of Liverpool, and the University of
Oxford.
PRICING & TERMS
The pricing of my sessions depends on the
nature, duration, and participant numbers of
the training you would like me to deliver. The
standard fee for a 3--4 hour workshop for up
to 20 researchers is £500, in addition to any
travel, accommodation, and subsistence costs
that are incurred. This fee includes
supporting material to which participants
have access after the training, as well as
remote advice after the session.
CONTACT
If you would like to discuss booking a
training session for your researchers, or if
you like discuss ideas and requirements,
please don't hesitate to get in touch with me.
Email : n.muller@ljmu.ac.uk
Twitter : @Nadine_Muller
Website : www.nadinemuller.org.uk
You can access my full CV via my website.

